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6521 DESK

6507 MOBILE FILE PEDESTAL

 Satin-etched glass top provides a smooth, glare-free work surface
 Includes a center keyboard drawer and two side storage drawers
 Recessed modesty panel allows for cross-desk collaboration
 Wire management tray keeps cables and a power strip organized

 File pedestal with two storage drawers and a hanging file drawer
 All drawers are secured with one master lock
 File drawer can accommodate letter or legal-sized hanging folders
 Locking casters secure the pedestal in place when desired

Dimensions
Weight

Dimensions
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

29.75H x 67.75 x 32.25 in | 76H x 172 x 82 cm
183 lbs | 83 kg

25.25H x 15.5 x 21.5 in | 64H x 39 x 54.5 cm
40 lbs | 18 kg
71 lbs | 32 kg

21.5 in
54.5 cm

32.25 in
82 cm

25.25 in
64 cm

29.75 in
76 cm

67.75 in
172 cm

Integrated keyboard drawer and side storage drawers are lined with nonslip material
to keep contents in place

15.5 in
39 cm

Mobile File Cabinet slides neatly underneath the Desk for easy access to supplies
and files

6520 MULTIFUNCTION CABINET

6529 CREDENZA

 Includes a pullout printer tray, storage shelf, and an adjustable

 Includes a storage cabinet and supply and hanging file drawers
 The supply and file drawers are secured with one lock
 Louvered doors conceal a compartment with an adjustable shelf
 File drawer can accommodate letter or legal-sized hanging




supply cabinet
Two supply drawers and a file drawer are secured with one lock
Lateral file drawer can accommodate letter and/or legal-sized
hanging folders

Dimensions
Printer Compartment
Lateral File Drawer Capacity
Printer Tray Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Weight

30H x 47.75 x 18 in | 76.5H x 121 x 46 cm
9.5H x 21.5 x 16 in | 24H x 55 x 40.5 cm
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
30 lbs | 13.5 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
202 lbs | 92 kg

folders
Dimensions
Storage Drawer Capacity
Lateral File Drawer Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Weight

30H x 70 x 18 in | 76.5H x 178 x 46 cm
25 lbs | 11 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
225 lbs | 102 kg

18 in
46 cm

30 in
76.5 cm

18 in
46 cm

30 in
76.5 cm
47.75 in
121 cm

Locking file drawers accommodate hanging letter and/or legal files with
adjustable hanging rails

70 in
178 cm
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